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Abstract

Three different product forms of Ti-6Al-4V, uni-directionally (UD) and cross-rolled (XR) plate and forged bar, have
been cyclically loaded within the high cycle fatigue (HCF) regime to investigate fatigue crack initiation. The fracture
surfaces of fatigued specimens contained large regions of neighbouring facets. The majority of facets examined had a
near-basal fracture plane. It was shown that grains favouring crack initiation were primarily those with misorientations
between 15–40◦ from the loading direction whereas other orientations served as crack growth paths. This implies that the
formation of a facet requires a combination of a moderately high Schmid (m) factor for basal slip coupled with a tensile
component perpendicular to the basal plane. The large regions of neighbouring facets on the fracture surface were found
to be a consequence of cracking within a macrozone unfavourably oriented for slip found within the microstructure, i.e.,
one with its c-axis near to the loading direction.

Key words: Titanium alloys, Fatigue, Texture, Electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD), Quantitative Tilt
Fractography (QTF)

1. Introduction

Mechanical properties of titanium alloys are heavily
dependent on processing history [1]. A general desired
microstructural condition for aerospace components is the
fine grained bi-modal microstructure, where refinement of
the grain size is known to increase the yield stress, duc-
tility and improve fatigue resistance [1, 2]. Recently focus
has been diverted to the effects of texture and local grain
variations on fatigue performance of such alloys. The gen-
eral trend in fatigue-texture relations being that a degra-
dation in fatigue life is observed when loading parallel to
the c-axis of the hexagonal α phase in a textured titanium
alloy [1, 3, 4].

Investigations of the fracture morphology of titanium
alloys has shown that crack initiation is associated with
faceting of unfavourably oriented grains. Such facets have
been observed to form near the basal plane, implying that
basal slip is a common cause of crack initiation under con-
ditions of fatigue loading [5, 6]. A study by Ward-Close et

al. [6] characterised the fracture features observed in an α
titanium alloy and related them to their grain orientation,
constructing a stereographic projection of grain orienta-
tion and fracture feature. The results of this work showed
that grains oriented within 40◦ to 60◦ out of the plane
of maximum tensile stress would crack via a facet mecha-
nism, the angle being dependent on testing environment.

Under conditions of dwell fatigue, initiation sites are
generally observed to occur in grains whose c-axis is near
parallel to the loading direction [5, 7]. In such grains the

basal slip system is not at its maximum critical resolved
shear stress value, yet fractures are observed to be close
to the basal pole. A model to account for this observation
has been suggested in the work of Bache and Evans [8],
based on the Stroh pile-up model [9], and later developed
by Dunne et al. [10]. A similar model to explain load par-
titioning under creep and dwell fatigue conditions has also
been developed by Mills and co-workers [11, 12]; both mod-
els illustrate the effect of load partitioning from a soft grain
onto a neighbouring hard grain and possible critical grain
combinations for crack initiation have been suggested.

The current study examines the effects of grain ori-
entation on fracture morphology. More particularly it is
an attempt to elucidate the role of grain orientation on
the fractographic features observed. In the present study
facets have been observed to form on grains oriented with
their c-axis between 0◦ and 90◦ from the loading direction
(LD). Observation of neighbouring grains, comparisons be-
tween isolated facets and subsurface and secondary cracks
have been made in an effort to distinguish the orientations
responsible for crack initiation and those that assist crack
growth.

2. Experimental

The Ti-6Al-4V material examined was provided by Rolls-
Royce Plc, Derby in three product forms, uni-directionally
(UD) and cross-rolled (XR) plate and forged bar. The
microstructure of the plate material consisted of equiaxed
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Figure 1: Backscattered electron images showing the microstructure
of (a) the plate and (b) forged bar product forms.

(also termed globular) primary alpha (αp) grains in a trans-
formed beta (β) matrix consisting of secondary alpha (αs)
laths separated by a thin layer of β phase, Figure 1(a).
The area fraction of αp was ≈ 80% in both plate product
forms with the XR and UD materials having an αp grain
size of 12.3 µm±1.3 µm and 14.2 µm±2.0 µm respectively.
The microstructure of the bar product form had elongated
αp grains that stretch along the forging direction (FD) sep-
arated by β at the grain boundaries, Figure 1(b). The area
fraction of αp was ≈ 76% with the grains having a width
of 5.9 µm±0.3 µm and an aspect ratio of ∼ 1:6.

Fatigue tests were performed using an Amsler Vibrophore
HFP20 machine under displacement control at a stress ra-
tio (R) of 0.3 in the high cycle fatigue (HCF) regime using
the step-test method [13]. The loading direction was set
parallel to the rolling and forging directions of the plate
and bar product forms, respectively. Samples were con-
sequently sectioned perpendicular to the fracture plane in
order to expose the underlying microstructure of the frac-
tured grains. Crystal orientation maps (COMs) have been
obtained from the fracture cross-section in order to re-
late fracture features to the orientation of the underlying
grains. The use of quantitative tilt fractography (QTF)
allows determination of the spatial orientation of planar
fracture features, such as faceted and striated grains. A
combination of the COM and QTF data can provide infor-
mation on the crystal plane responsible for fracture. The
QTF technique used in the present study follows closely
that outlined by Slavik et al. [14].

Figure 2: Secondary electron images showing (a) a fracture surface
with highlighted faceted region A and striated region B, (b) an ex-
ample of facets from region A and (c) striations from region B.

3. Results

Typically observed fracture surfaces of the three prod-
uct forms during this study revealed the presence of large
areas of continuous faceted grains, Figures 2(a) and (b).
These large regions usually comprise of hundreds of neigh-
bouring faceted grains. As such it is important to know
which of these grains are responsible for crack initiation
and which accommodate crack growth. Regions further
away from the faceted initiation sites have been observed
to accommodate crack advance by the formation of ductile
striations, Figures 2(a) and (c).

3.1. Orientation of faceted grains

During fatigue loading, grains of different orientations
will deform via different slip mechanisms depending on
which slip system was most favourable. Activation of
slip in single crystals is dependent on two factors: 1) the
Schmid factor (m), which is a function of grain orienta-
tion relative to the loading direction (LD), and 2) the crit-
ical resolved shear stress (CRSS) required to activate the
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Figure 3: Graph of ‘normalised’ Schmid factor versus the angle be-
tween the c-axis and the loading direction for basal and prismatic
<a> slip and 1st order pyramidal <c + a> slip.

slip system. Polycrystalline materials are more complex in
that there can be load distribution between neighbouring
grains influencing slip activity [10, 11, 12].

In an attempt to model the active slip system as a
function of misorientation between the LD and the c-axis
of a given grain (γLD) a plot of ‘normalised’ Schmid factor
(m′) versus γLD has been plotted, Figure 3. The equation
for m′ is given by

m′ = m · (τmin/τ<uvtw>{hkil}) (1)

where τmin/τ<uvtw>{hkil} is the ratio of the CRSS of a
given slip system (τ<uvtw>{hkil}) to the CRSS of the easi-
est activated slip system (τmin), in this case basal or pris-
matic <a> slip [3]. Ratios for the CRSS values used for
<a> basal, <a> prismatic and <c+a> pyramidal slip are
1 : 1 : 2.64, similar to those used in Refs [10, 15].

From the graph in Figure 3 it can be seen that when
γLD is within 0◦ and 10◦ <c+a>pyr slip will be dominant.
An increase in the misorientation angle between 10◦ and
66.7◦ will see the principal slip system being <a>basal. A
further increase in c-axis misorientation from 66.7◦ to 90◦

orients the grain for <a>prism slip. In essence this graph
provides two boundaries, one at 10◦ for the transition be-
tween <c + a>pyr and <a>basal slip and one at 66.7◦ for
the transition between <a>basal and <a>prism slip.

Possessing an indication of the active slip mode as a
function of c-axis misorientation from the LD, we can now
examine the c-axis misorientation for faceted grains and
relate cracking to the active slip system. The histogram
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Figure 4: (a) Histogram of γLD against frequency of faceted grains
grouped into 5◦ bins, overlaid with γLD against ‘normalised’ Schmid
factor. (b) An inverse pole figure (IPF) showing the orientation
of the facet plane normal relative to the c-axis of each fractured
grain. The fracture planes have been grouped according their c-axis
misorientations relative to the LD (0.0–10.0◦, 10.0–66.7◦ and 66.7–
90.0◦).

in Figure 4(a) shows the c-axis misorientation of faceted
grains against the number of faceted grains grouped into 5◦

bins. A total of 69 grains were analysed. The orientation
of the facet planes relative to the c-axis of these grains, for
58 of the 69 grains, is depicted in Figure 4(b).

The peculiar finding when comparing Figure 4(a) and
(b) is that even though faceted fractures are found in
grains oriented between 0 ◦and 90 ◦, the majority of the
fracture planes are ‘near’ basal. This means that grains
which are oriented for prismatic <a> or pyramidal <c+a>
slip will fracture near the basal plane. In order to ratio-
nalise these observations each slip system will now be dis-
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cussed in turn.

Facets oriented for <c + a> slip

Grains favouring <c + a> pyramidal slip have c-axis
misorientations between 0◦ and 10.0◦ from the LD, Fig-
ure 4(a). These grains have been found to crack near the
basal plane, closed squares in Figure 4(b), and not along
the pyramidal plane for which they are favourably ori-
ented for slip. Speculation previously has suggested that
such grains act as crack initiation sites under conditions
of load redistribution and are a more common aspect of
dwell-fatigue loading [5, 7]. In such cases, grains with a
c-axis misorientation within 10◦ of the LD, referred to as
‘hard’ grains, neighbour grains with a c-axis orientation
near perpendicular to the LD, ‘soft’ grains [10, 12]. The
soft grain is thought to deform first, leading to a pile-up
of dislocations at the boundary of the hard grain. This
dislocation pile-up introduces a shear component on the
hard grain, which in conjunction with a tensile component
near-parallel to the c-axis will lead to cracking along the
basal plane, after the Stroh pile-up model [9]. Stresses ac-
cumulated at the boundary of the soft and hard grains are
more pronounced under stress-controlled testing.

Examination of the grains surrounding the 5 faceted
grains oriented for <c + a> slip showed that none of their
neighbours were oriented such that their c-axis was per-
pendicular to the loading direction. Three cases were found
where the neighbouring grains were oriented for basal slip.
These basal oriented grains had either formed near-basal
facets or secondary cracks along the basal trace. The pos-
sibility of basal slip oriented grains playing the role of the
‘soft’ grains in the load shedding model can not be ruled
out; since loading was displacement-controlled under non-
dwell fatigue conditions it is unlikely that grains oriented
for <c + a> slip were grains where cracking first initiated.
A more probable scenario is that these grains cracked along
the basal plane due to increased stresses at the crack tip
within a neighbouring basal oriented grain which fractured
due to a slip mechanism.

Facets oriented for basal <a> slip

Grains with c-axis misorientations that lie within 10.0◦

to 66.7◦ are oriented for basal slip, Figure 4(a). The orien-
tation of the facet plane relative to the c-axis for 48 of the
58 basal <a> grains is shown as inverted open triangles
in Figure 4(b). The majority of these grains have frac-
tured within 15 ◦of the c-axis with maximum deviations
approaching misorientations of 27 ◦. The general observa-
tion that grains oriented for basal slip will fracture near
the basal plane implies that accumulation of basal disloca-
tions are accountable for crack initiation in these grains.

Facets oriented for prismatic <a> slip

A total of 7 of the 69 grains analysed were oriented
for prismatic slip and formed a faceted fracture, see mis-
orientations between 66.7 < γLD ≤ 90◦ in Figure 4(a).
Data has been obtained for the fracture plane of 2 of the

Figure 5: (a) Backscattered electron image of the fracture surface
cross-section showing grains 1–4, (b) orientation of fracture plane
relative to the c-axis for grains 1–3 and (c) schematic illustration of
grain orientations and fracture paths for grains 1–4, solid fracture
paths are assumed to have formed prior to the dashed one.

7 grains, open circles in Figure 4(b). Fracture of these
planes are both ‘near’ basal and can not be accounted for
by slip on the prismatic plane; an alternative explanation
for faceting of these grains must therefore be provided.

An example of the grains surrounding a grain that is
oriented for prismatic slip and has a near basal fracture
plane is considered. The cross-section of 4 fractured grains
labelled 1–4 are shown in Figure 5(a). Grains 1, 2 and 4 are
favourably oriented for basal slip and grain 3 is oriented
for prismatic <a> slip. All 4 grains have fractured near
the basal plane, Figure 5(b). Assuming that all grains
had active slip systems prior to cracking and knowing that
grains 1, 2 and 4 fractured along the plane for which they
were favourably oriented, whereas grain 3 did not, it may
be presumed that grains 1, 2 and 4 fractured prior to grain
3. In such a case grain 3 will act as a non-cracked ligament
between grains 2 and 4, Figure 5(c). Grain 3 could hence
provide a link between grains 2 and 4 if cracking along the
basal plane is accommodated. Finally, grain 3 is believed
to have fractured along a plane for which slip is unlikely as
a means of assisting an ‘easy’ fracture path between grains
2 and 4.

Evidence of such continuous faceting with large misori-
entations can be seen in Figure 6(a). The misorientation
between planes A and B is 41◦ and that between plane
B and C is 31◦. Therefore a fracture facet that appears
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Figure 6: (a) Secondary electron image from a faceted region exhibit-
ing a ‘continuous’ facet that contains three different fracture planes
(A, B and C), obtained at a tilt angle of 20◦, and (b) a quadrant of a
pole figure depicting the orientation of the three facet planes relative
to the loading direction, z-axis.

to be one continuous grain had within it three distinct
orientations, Figure 6(b).

Thus, continuous facets can form across grains with
large misorientations. In addition, cracking of ‘irregular’
planes in grains oriented for slip in slip systems that do
not incorporate the fracture plane are believed to be in-
fluenced by prior cracking in neighbouring grains and are
a consequence of accommodating crack propagation.

Isolated facets

In the context of this paper, an isolated facet is defined
as a faceted grain whose neighbours have not fractured via
facet formation. The concept behind examining isolated
facets is to obtain the orientations of grains that are possi-
ble initiation sites, in that these grains did not fracture as
a means of accommodating crack growth but rather due to
slip. All isolated facets examined fractured near the plane
for which slip was most likely.

In order to confirm that these facets were indeed iso-
lated, the cross-sectioned region of the fracture surface had
to be mapped onto a series of high magnification images
obtained from the fracture surface prior to sectioning, Fig-
ure 7(a) and (b). In this way, all grains surrounding the
facetted grain in question could be examined and the grain
could be classified as isolated or non-isolated with confi-
dence.

The filtering procedure is shown in Figure 8 where an
example of a non-isolated and an isolated facet, A and
B respectively, are depicted. Facet A in Figure 8(a) has
7 neighbouring grains, labelled 1–7. Of these 7 grains, 5

CA B D E F G H IJn

(a)

50µm

CA B D
E F G H IJn

(b)

Figure 7: Secondary electron image of (a) cross-section of a fracture
surface obtained at a 20◦ tilt angle, and (b) same location prior to
sectioning showing complete area of 10 faceted grains labelled A –
Jn, sample sectioned along dashed line.

cracked by faceting (grains 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6). For the case
of Facet B, Figure 8(b), all 5 neighbouring grains have not
fractured via facet formation. Grain B is hence an example
of an isolated facet whereas grain A is an example of a non-
isolated facet.

From the whole data set, 5 grains were classified as
isolated facets, all of which were oriented for basal <a>
slip, Figure 9(a), and also fractured near the basal plane,
Figure 9(b). This observation shows that since these grains
are not a consequence of neighbouring grains influencing a
crack path upon them, they are probable initiation sites.

3.2. Secondary and subsurface cracking

Secondary and subsurface cracks have been located
from the fracture surface cross-sections examined. Crack-
ing within single grains were distinguished from grain bound-
ary (GB) cracks by comparing the backscattered electron
images (BEIs) to the equivalent crystal orientation maps

Figure 8: Secondary electron image of a fracture surface showing an
example of (a) a non-isolated facet (A) neighbouring 7 grains, and
(b) an isolated facet (B) neighbouring 5 non-faceted grains.
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Figure 9: (a) Histogram of γLD against frequency for isolated facets
grouped into 5◦ bins. The graph has been overlaid on a plot of
γLD against ‘normalised’ Schmid factor, and (b) IPF showing the
orientation of the facet plane normal relative to the c-axis for 4 of
the 5 grains in (a).

(COMs) and assigning each grain to a particular orienta-
tion. The orientation of each grain was then plotted onto a
pole figure along with the great circle of the plane believed
to contain the crack, the trace of the plane onto the cross-
sectioned plane (X1-Y1 plane) and finally the intersection
of the crack with the X1-Y1 plane. The orientation of the
projected crack was then compared to the projection of the
plane and the fracture plane determined. An example of
the procedure applied to a secondary crack that fractured
along the basal trace is shown in Figure 10.

Orientations of grains containing both secondary and
subsurface cracks were separated into basal and non-basal
fractures and plotted onto a histogram of misorientation
angle against frequency, Figure 11(a). From this graph it
can be observed that even though the majority of basal
fractures were contained within the orientations for basal
slip, there were still basal fractures in grains oriented for
prismatic slip as well as non-basal fractures within the

10µm

Y1

X1

(a)

Basal pole

Basal plane

Trace of basal 

plane onto X-Y

plane

Intersection

of crack with

X-Y plane

Y1

X1

(b)

Figure 10: (a) BEI of a secondary crack in a primary α grain, and
(b) pole figure showing the basal pole, basal plane and basal trace
of the primary α grain along with the intersection of the crack onto
the X1-Y1 plane. Equations defining each projection are included.

basal slip regime. A separation of this data shows that it
is the grains that contain the secondary cracks which con-
tribute to the fractures which do not obey the m′ graph,
Figure 11(b). When the data from the subsurface cracks is
displayed independently, grains oriented for basal slip are
observed to fracture along the basal trace whereas those
oriented for prismatic slip show non-basal fractures, Fig-
ure 11(c). This supports the argument that grains that
formed facets on ‘irregular’ planes did so as a means of ac-
commodating cracking as opposed to being crack initiating
grains.

Supposing that these subsurface cracks do not extend
far into the cross-sectioned face, to the point where they
intersect the fracture surface, and that they are generally
contained within a maximum of 3 grains, such grains may
be assumed to have initiated on their own accord due to
accumulation of slip. Such a claim is fairly probable as the
majority of subsurface cracks belong to grains which have
also fractured. With this in mind it may be assumed that
multiple slip bands form along a common plane within the
same grain.

Secondary cracks are extensions of the fracture sur-
face into the material. The fact that they do not always
crack along their presumed slip plane, whereas the sub-
surface cracks do, agrees with the suggestions for ‘irregu-
lar’ fracture planes in the previous section. In that ‘irreg-
ular’ fracture planes are a consequence of crack growth,
whereas subsurface and ‘isolated’ facets form due to slip
along the slip system for which they are favourably ori-
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Figure 11: Histogram of c-axis misorientation against frequency for data containing (a) both secondary and subsurface cracked grains, (b)
grains with secondary cracks and (c) grains with subsurface cracks. Images (d) and (e) are BEIs showing examples of secondary and subsurface
cracking respectively.

ented. Later on, in the discussion, a method is suggested
to filter through the data obtained and suggest grain orien-
tations that are more likely to initiate a crack than others.

3.3. Striated grains

The histogram in Figure 12(a) shows the misorienta-
tion angle vs frequency for grains that exhibited striated
crack growth. It can be seen that the majority of such
grains lie in the prismatic slip regime with a few lying
on either side of the <a> basal to <c + a> pyramidal
boundary. The absence of striated grains within the basal
slip regime supports the requirement for symmetric slip
about the crack tip for the ductile formation of striations.

This condition cannot be satisfied by basal slip as basal
planes, within an individual grain, lie parallel to one an-
other. Grains oriented for prismatic slip exhibit fracture
planes away from the basal plane and closer to the {01̄10}
and {12̄10} planes, open circles in Figure 12(b). However,
grains close to the <c + a> slip regime fracture near the
basal plane, open inverted triangles in Figure 12(b).

Striations oriented for prismatic slip that have frac-
tured close to either the {01̄10} or {12̄10} plane can be
accounted for by the activation of symmetric prismatic
slip planes about the fracture plane. Activation of the
[1̄1̄20](1̄100) and [1̄21̄0](101̄0) slip systems symmetrically
about the (011̄0) plane will produce striations lying along
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Figure 12: (a) Histogram of c-axis misorientation against frequency
of occurrence of grains exhibiting a striated fracture morphology (b)
orientation of fracture plane normal relative to the c-axis for the
striated grains shown in (a). Inverted open triangles are fractured
grains with c-axis misorientations close to the <c + a> slip regime
and open circles are those close to <a> prismatic slip.

the [0001] direction and account for striated fracture planes
lying on {01̄10} planes [16], see example of grain A in Fig-
ure 13(a) and table 1. Grains that fractured on {12̄10}
are loaded parallel to a {101̄0} plane and activate both
the [21̄1̄0](011̄0) and [12̄10](101̄0) slip systems, see grain
B in Figure 13(b) and Table 1. Striated grains with frac-
ture planes near the basal plane are a result of symmetric
activation of symmetric <112̄3> slip systems about the
crack tip [17], Figure 13(c).

There were a few striated grains that lie on the basal

Table 1: Schmid factors for basal and prismatic <a> slip for grains
A and B that exhibited a striated fracture morphology.

Schmid factor

Plane Slip system Grain A Grain B

Prismatic (a/3)[21̄1̄0](011̄0) 0.08 0.42
(a/3)[1̄21̄0](101̄0) 0.46 0.44
(a/3)[1̄1̄20](1̄100) 0.38 0.01

Crack growth direction

(b)(a)

(c)

L
o

a
d

in
g

 D
ire

c
tio

n

Figure 13: Illustration of hexagonal prisms depicting the activated
slip systems for striated grains with nominal fractures on the (a)
(011̄0), (b) (1̄1̄20) and (c) (0002) planes.

slip side of the boundaries between basal and <c + a>
slip as well as basal and prismatic slip. The occurrence of
these grains are believed to be due to the tri-axial stress
state at the crack front of a propagating crack. This will
change the loading conditions ahead of the crack tip and
as such grains will not strictly obey the Schmid factor as
calculated under uni-axial loading conditions.

4. Discussion

4.1. Grains favouring high cycle fatigue cracking

Examination of the fracture surface features observed
after high cycle fatigue loading at a stress ratio, R, of
0.3 under displacement control shows that crack initia-
tion in all three product forms is associated with large
regions of faceted crack growth. The orientation and frac-
ture plane of 58 grains exhibiting a facet morphology have
been analysed. Results show that facets form in grains
oriented within 0.0–90◦ of the principal loading direction,
with the majority of facet planes having formed near the
basal plane, Figure 4(a) and (b). A series of steps have
been employed to distinguish between grains that are ac-
countable for crack initiation and those that assist crack
growth.

It has been shown that grains oriented for prismatic
<a> slip will fracture on ‘irregular’ planes as a means
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of accommodating crack growth between grains oriented
for basal slip. Prismatic oriented grains have been ob-
served to crack along prismatic planes in subsurface cracks
in this study, though no facets examined fractured near
the prismatic plane. Grains oriented for prismatic <a>
slip have been reported to act as initiation sites in other
studies [18, 19]. They are usually associated with crack
initiation along a favourable prismatic plane, found to not
grow as fast and contribute to a successfully propagating
initiation site as do cracks in basal oriented grains, and
are seen to act as initiation sites in regions where basal
oriented grains are scarce.

Pyramidal <c + a> slip oriented grains have not been
found to obey the load shedding criteria, ‘soft’ grain neigh-
bouring a ‘hard’ grain [10, 15]. In addition such fail-
ures are commonly the case under dwell-fatigue strain-
controlled loading [20, 21], which was not the type of load-
ing employed in this study. Prismatic <a> and pyramidal
<c + a> oriented grains that cracked with a near basal
facet morphology are believed to have done so as a means
of assisting crack advance.

The elimination of <c + a> pyramidal and prismatic
<a> slip oriented grains from possible initiation sites leaves
the basal <a> orientations liable for HCF failures. Since
basal <a> slip occupies 67% of the possible c-axis mis-
orientations with the LD, it would be advantageous if an
account of grains with a higher probability for cracking
could be provided.

Looking at the histogram in Figure 4(a) it can be ob-
served that the most frequently recorded facet orientations
are when the c-axis misorientation is between 10◦ and 30◦

from the principal loading direction. At first this may ap-
pear to be the most likely orientation for facet formation,
though one has to also consider the texture of the ma-
terial. The histogram in Figure 14 shows the same data
normalised by the basal texture obtained from an analysis
of XRD pole figure data.

Normalising the data, as an attempt to remove texture
effects, sees a similar trend for basal plane faceting with
a small shift towards higher angles. Facets favour grains
with c-axis misorientations within 15◦ to 40◦ from the
loading direction. This has also been reported in the work
of Bridier et. al [18] who observed basal cracking in grains
oriented such that their Schmid factor for basal slip was
greater than 0.2 and had a c-axis misorientation within
40◦ of the loading direction. As with the current work,
it is curious that faceted grains are not more abundant
within grains favouring basal slip, i.e., at angles close to
45◦ where m ≈ 0.5. Grains oriented for cracking under
HCF conditions tend to favour a combination of a mod-
erately high Schmid factor coupled with a tensile stress
component acting perpendicular to the basal plane [18].

4.2. Fatigue performance and texture

The data presented above shows that grains oriented
with their c-axis at angles within the range of 10.0−66.7 ◦

from the principal loading axis, i.e., grains oriented for
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Figure 14: Histogram of c-axis misorientation against frequency for
faceted grains normalised against basal pole intensities.

basal <a> slip, are grains which contain facets and act
as fatigue cracking initiation sites. This orientation range
comprises 63% of the possible c-axis misorientations, the
remaining 11.1% belongs to the pyramidal <c+a> regime
and 25.9% to <a> prismatic slip. With this in mind it is
important to note that there is a small range of orienta-
tions for which basal faceting is not favourable.

The three pole figures in Figure 15 represent the {0002}
texture of the three Ti-6Al-4V product forms tested. Load-
ing directions are out of the page and the dashed lines
designate the transition between <c+a> pyramidal, <a>
basal and <a> prismatic slip. One can note that the
bar product form contains the smallest number of grains
within the <a> basal slip regime, followed by the UD and
finally the XR samples. The same trend is observed when
one examines the intensities of basal grains within the
basal cracking regime, encompassing the shaded region.
The fatigue performance of the three materials also follow
the same pattern. Longest fatigue lives are observed by
the bar material followed by the UD with the XR prod-
uct form exhibiting the poorest performance of the three,
Figure 16.

The number of grains favourably oriented for facet for-
mation hence play a role in determining the fatigue per-
formance of the alloy. This has been well documented in
other studies where fatigue performance has been shown
to improve when loading perpendicular to the c-axis of
heavily textured materials [1, 3, 4, 22, 23]. It is thus
more favourable to activate the <a> prismatic slip sys-
tem. Even though subsurface cracks have been reported
to initiate along prismatic planes, they are generally re-
ported to not evolve into propagating cracks [18].
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4.3. Microtexture and crack initiation sites

A crystal orientation map (COM) obtained from the
UD product form is shown in Figure 17(a). Grains have
been coloured according the inverse pole figure (IPF) shown
above the COM, colouring is relative to the TD. Three
areas have been labelled corresponding to regions of com-
monly oriented neighbouring grains. Macrozones I and II
consist of densely clustered grains with a common c-axis
near parallel to the TD, whereas macrozone III has small
clusters of commonly oriented grains.

The extent of these microtextured regions can be ob-
served in Figure 17(b). Here the COM from Figure 17(a)
has been mapped onto the polarised light microscopy im-
age. The faint contrast observed is found to be linked
to the clusters of commonly oriented grains, i.e., macro-
zones I and II. Microtextured regions have previously been
observed using polarised light in the work of Le Biavant
et. al [24] and have been termed ‘ghost’ structures, owing
to their faint contrast. The dimensions of these macrotex-
tured regions greatly exceed the grain size with macrozones
being up to 100µm in thickness and stretching several mil-
limetres along the RD.

In the COM displayed in Figure 18(a), which shows
the same map as Figure 17(a), grains oriented for basal
cracking (between 15◦ and 40◦ from the principal loading
direction) have been coloured in white. The TD has been
designated as the principal loading direction (LD). The
map shows that macrozone III has the highest density of
grains oriented for basal cracking, clustered in groups of 3
to 5 grains.

Misorientations within 15◦ of the LD have been coloured
in red in Figure 18(b). A different view of the map can now
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Figure 16: HCF data for the cross-rolled (XR), uni-directionally
rolled (UD) and forged bar (Bar) product forms collected from the
samples used for microscopy. Tests were conducted under displace-
ment control with a stress ratio of 0.3.

be seen, the less densely occupied basal cracking grains in

Figure 17: (a) COM from an area of the UD product form depicting
microtextured regions I, II and III, and (b) low magnification optical
micrograph faintly showing ‘ghost’ structure revealing the length-
scale of the microtextured regions. The rectangle is the area from
which the COM in (a) has been obtained.
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Figure 18: COM from an area of the UD product form, grains are
coloured according to their pattern quality (band contrast) with (a)
grains in white being favourably oriented for basal cracking, and (b)
grains in red oriented within 15◦ of the LD (set parallel to the plate
TD).

macrozones I and II are now seen to be linked by grains
coloured in red. These grains have basal planes that are
closer to being perpendicular to the LD than the basal
cracking grains and are believed to be ‘easy’ cracking paths
linking grains responsible for initiation [24] . The fact
that these microtextured regions are found to stretch sev-
eral millimetres across the material illustrates their role in
faceted crack advance across large length scales.

Evidence of large areas containing neighbouring faceted
grains is shown in Figure 19(a). The outlined region con-
sists of faceted grains with the surrounding material hav-
ing failed in a ductile manner. A section has been cut
perpendicular to the fracture plane containing this region,
Figure 19(b) and (c). The COM depicts three macrozones
each corresponding to a change in fracture morphology.
Macrozones I and III have c-axis misorientations near per-
pendicular to the LD and are responsible for the ductile
fracture morphology that surrounds the faceted grains.
The faceted region is seen to belong to grains in macrozone
II which has its c-axis near parallel to the LD.

Figure 19: (a) Low magnification and (c) high magnification SEIs
(Fig 7(b)) of the fracture surface from the XR material revealing a
faceted region within an area of ductile fracture (obtained near the
shear lip), (b) COM from the cross-section of the horizontal dashed
line shown in (c) with grains coloured as shown in the IPF relative
to the loading direction.

5. Conclusions

Fatigue samples from three product forms (forged bar,
cross-rolled and uni-directionally rolled plate) of Ti-6Al-
4V have been tested under uni-axial displacement con-
trolled cyclic loading using a stress ratio of 0.3 with maxi-
mum stresses ranging between 500–650MPa. Fractographic
investigations revealed large regions of neighbouring facets
at the initiation site(s). Facets were found to be due to
near-basal plane cracking and observed in grains oriented
with their c-axis between 0–90◦ to the principal loading
direction. Grains responsible for initiation were limited to
orientations between 15–40◦, requiring a combination of
shear stress and a tensile component for cracking. Remain-
ing orientations have been shown to accommodate faceted
crack growth. The number of grains oriented for basal
cracking was qualitatively related to the fatigue perfor-
mance of the three product forms and found to be inversely
proportional, i.e., the larger the number of unfavourably
oriented grains the poorer the high cycle fatigue perfor-
mance. Microtextured regions comprising of grains with
their c-axis oriented within 15◦ from the principal loading
direction have been illustrated to provide links/paths for
faceted crack growth between grains favourably oriented
for crack initiation.
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